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Welcome to

UMBUMBU LU
SETTING A NEW COURSE FOR ETHEKWINI
Umbumbulu is a small rural town set within the serene
rolling hills of KwaZulu-Natal about 40 kilometers
southwest of central Durban. In Zulu, its name is said
to mean ‘place of the round knoll’ and sounds like a
setting of the imagination.

Magistrate Court, the local Circuit Inspectors Office,
the local municipal offices for the Department of
Agriculture and Environmental Affairs, and the local
office for the South African Social Security Agency
(SASSA).

Its history as an agricultural mill town made
Umbumbulu the center of local commercial activity,
transport and government. The area’s peaceful fields
and pastures catch the light beautifully, drawing an
increasing number of city dwellers from busy Durban
to settle into country homes. The surrounding region
already hosts private game reserves and lodges, while
pristine natural lands such as KwaShushu Valley and
the “Foot of Jesus” are ready to be explored by visiting
eco-tourists.

Umbumbulu is located within Council Ward 96 of
eThekwini Municipality, although it also serves as an
economic center for much of Ward 100. It lies at the
very edge of the sprawling metropolis of Durban,
balanced between the rural heart of KwaZulu-Natal
and the peri-urban reaches strung along the highways
coming from Folweni and Umlazi.

Umbumbulu’s predominantly Zulu population is
just over 300, with an additional 2,400 people
in the nearby rural homesteads. It is located at
the crossroads of regional route R603 leading to
Pietermaritzburg and the M30 Griffiths Mxenge
Highway leading to Umlazi. R603 was built to bypass
the historic route that once led through the broad
town center boulevard. It is here that one finds the
seat of the Sobonakhona Makhanya Tribal Court, the
vibrant taxi rank, as well as most independent retailers
and services.
Today, much of the town’s activity is anchored in its
role as a center for government, including the local
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KwaZuluNatal
eThekwini

Location of eThekwini in South Africa

In Zulu, eThekwini means “by the bay of the sea”, and
it is easy to forget about Umbumbulu when attention
is focused on the skyscrapers of South Beach and
the investments gathered around the Port of Durban
- the largest and busiest in sub-Saharan Africa. But
as Durban continues to sprawl towards its municipal
boundaries and the burdens of infrastructure and
sustainability grow, Umbumbulu finds itself occupying
a place of strategic significance for the entire city.
Umbumbulu is positioned to be a model for strong
rural communities and offers opportunities much of
Durban can’t offer: a place to grow food, a place to
retreat and be refreshed by nature, and a place to
build a prosperous future for self-reliant young people
authentically rooted in their traditional culture and
community. Umbumbulu is the future of eThekwini.

Central Durban

Umbumbulu

Ward 96

Location of Umbumbulu in eThekwini Municipality

The rural town center of Umbumbulu

View from the town of Umbumbulu

This bird’s eye view looking west shows the the boulevard at the town’s center leading to the historic town square
and vibrant taxi rank. The Sobonakhona Makhanya Tribal Court offices can be seen in the foreground, although
much of the town lies outside of traditional authority lands. Route R603 can be seen to the left in the image, where
M30 and its commercial activity meet it. Due to the design of the bypass, it is easy for travellers to miss the town,
surrounded as it is by serene rolling hills. At the same time, it’s location positions Umbumbulu as a rare opportunity.

What if rural places are the greatest investment opportunity?
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Meet the

MT SH ALI FAMI LY
PEOPLE CREATED IN GOD’S IMAGE
Amongst the 2,400 people living in rural homesteads
around Umbumbulu is the Mtshali family. The Mtshalis
currently live in a small room that is part of an
outbuilding on the homestead of a family friend, Mr.
Makhanya, located just off of R603 at the far eastern
edge of Ward 96. The arrangement is supposed to be
temporary, as the Makhanya family made this shelter
available after the Mtshalis’ home was completely
destroyed in a terrible storm. Since then, the
Makhanyas have set aside an adjacent small parcel of
land intended for a new home for the Mtshalis.
Mr. Mtshali, 54, has a big and quiet smile, an eternally
optimistic attitude, and a faithful outlook on life.
His wife, Mrs. Mtshali, has a generous heart, joyful
personality, and works hard to keep the home clean
and tidy. They are also both physically disabled.
Mr. Mtshali was severely injured in an automobile
accident some years ago. He is unable to walk and has
only limited use of his hands. Until recently, he did
not own a wheelchair, leaving him lying in bed in his
one-room house most of the time. Mr. Mtshali relies on
the help of his wife and crutches to use the toilet in an
outhouse about 12 meters up a small hill. His disability
leaves him unable to work to provide for his wife
and 15-year old son, who has been given shelter by
another family. The Mtshalis are entirely dependent on
monthly government social grants and the good will of
their family and friends.
Mrs. Mtshali, 53, suffers from unequal leg length,
making it painfully difficult to walk. This condition
6

has resulted in a vicious cycle, within which her body
weight adds to the pain of walking, thereby limiting
her mobility, thereby making it difficult to stay
physically fit, thereby exacerbating her pain. As the
sole caretaker of her husband, and given her own
disability, she is unable to work outside of the home.
In spite of these severe setbacks, the Mtshalis have
remained faithful stewards of their blessings. Their
home is perfectly clean, dishes are neatly stacked in
the “kitchen” corner, informally assembled using found
objects and donated furniture. The sheets are tigthly
tucked around the bed in the other corner of the same
room. A carefully placed welcome mat sits in front of
the door outside, with no litter anywhere to be seen.
The Mtshalis hope to be self-reliant. Mrs. Mtshali used
to be a school teacher and hopes to run a small creshe
out of her home for local kids one day - partly to
earn an income, and partly because she loves children
and helping others. The neighborhood around them
is growing with middle class families building new
homes. They tend to work in the city, so child care is
in demand.
The Mtshalis see themselves as part of the everyday
fabric of their community. Today he often has no
choice but to remain in his bed, but a simple porch
and wheelchair-accessible design would enable Mr.
Mtshali to be outside more, to remain healthy, to
keep an eye on the local children, to watch who is
coming and going, to keep the place safe and alive for
everybody.

Lane leading to the land reserved for a new Mtshali home

Umbumbulu
Town

Mtshali home

Location of Mtshali home in Ward 96, relative to Umbumbulu town

The Mtshalis in their current, temporary, one-room home

In many ways, Mr. and Mrs. Mtshali represent the weakest part of eThekwini, located in one of the most remote
corners of the Municipality. Yet, if a city is only as strong as its weakest citizens, perhaps the Mtshalis also represent
one of Durban’s greatest opportunities: productivity, joy, strength, and self-reliance in places where none is
expected. If, by God’s grace, the Mtshalis have been able to maintain such strength and optimism in their temporary
one-room home, imagine the possibilities if we were to invest in the Mtshalis as productive partners of eThekwini.

What if all people are inherently valuable and have potential?
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The opportunity of

LOW-C O ST HO U SI N G
FROM SHELTER TO A FOUNDATION OF PROSPERITY
Like all growing metropolitan regions, eThekwini is
struggling to address its urgent need for housing.
Following the gross inequities of the Apartheid era,
South Africa centralized much of its housing strategy
in the well-intended Reconstruction and Development
Programme (RDP). Low-cost RDP houses intend to
deliver on a government promise to help restore equity
by providing government-funded housing for those
who can’t afford it in the open marketplace. The focus
tends to be on providing basic shelter, with structures
value-engineered down to minimal requirements to
help stretch public funds for a demand impossible to
satisfy. Furthermore, typical conventions in housing
design and implementation inherently limit the
opportunities for economic advancement.
On one hand, the typical modern RDP house is an
enormous blessing for the recipient family. It provides
a modest parcel of land with decent shelter, a living
room and kitchen area, two bedrooms, and an internal
bathroom for people who could otherwise not afford
the same. For many people this presents a significant
improvement in terms of shelter and sanitation.
On the other hand, typical RDP houses come with
built-in limitations and minimized quality. Its designs
are not easily cross-ventilated. Its unfinished ashblock walls are easily penetrated by moisture during
rain storms. Its unique roofing system is vulnerable
to serious winds and is difficult to repair when
components break. Its owner must provide various
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items considered essential, such as security bars at
openings and interior electrical wiring, which often
results in unsafe conditions. The building yields a
disproportionate burden for an already financially
strapped homeowner, especially over time.
Modern RDP houses are relatively small (40-45 m2),
especially for the traditional South African family,
yet their design and siting in the middle of the parcel
tend to make additions cumbersome and difficult. This
also makes them relatively inflexible for other uses,
such as commerce and services, which could help to
earn household income. Bidding and implementation
procedures are tightly regulated, often limiting
construction contracts to larger certified operations
using industrial equipment and processed materials.
The very nature of the design, specifications, and
bidding process ignores opportunities to economically
uplift small operations, local skills and labor, and
locally available material.
Ironically, Apartheid era low-cost housing built in
one of Durban’s oldest locations offers a glimpse
at alternatives. Chesterville includes simple homes
sited at the parcel edges, leaving plenty of space
for uncomplicated additions and mixed uses. The
designs are easily ventilated and well lit, and the
quality of materials has endured. Over time, since
the advent of freedom in 1994, these houses have
provided a foundation for prospertity for enterprising
homeowners, building value rather than mere shelter.

2009 RDP house in Ridgeview, retrofitted for better ventilation

1940s low-cost house in Chesterville, with commercial addition

The project team inside Joseph’s 2009 RDP house in Ridgeview, Umkhumbane

The conventional view of low-cost housing focuses on numbers: how can one build the greatest number of shelters
for the least amount of Rand? Instead, the question should be: why do we need to provide so much shelter in the
first place? The image above literally shows moisture seeping through the ash block during a rain, diverting valuable
resources away from productivity and towards maintenance, mold control, related health problems, and hopefully someday - completion of an appropriate exterior wall finish. Instead of a foundation for prosperity, it is a money pit.

What if the design of low-cost housing can enable independence?
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Urban design for

PLACES OF FR E E DO M
BEYOND THE LEGACY OF APARTHEID ERA PLANNING
The legacy of Apartheid is very visible in the cities of
South Africa. Townships such as Soweto in Gauteng
and KwaMashu in eThekwini were deliberately planned
to oppress black Africans. The “40-40-40 principle”
summarizes the basic approach:
1. Locate housing at a great distance from economic
centers so as to force at least a combined 40 kilometer
commute. This limits economic opportunity and keeps
people disconnected from social and political activity.
2. This arrangement results in 40% of income
diverted to transportation, further limiting economic
opportunities and the ability to build prosperity.
3. Finally, the provision of 40 m2 houses keeps
conditions crowded, limiting opportunities for
economic self-empowerment within the home.
The design details of these plans consistently aimed
towards these same goals. Townships were laid out
to disconnect people from opportunity in all possible
ways: limited access roads into the township, deep
linear buffers, large lots and deep setbacks, long
blocks, a public realm built for automobiles rather than
social or political activity, and few places for gathering
or civic activity. Land use was strictly enforced to
maintain large swaths of single uses rather than
mixed uses or a diversity of housing. In short: an
environment that can work well for prosperous people
with automobiles, but inherently limits opportunity for
people with restricted means.
The legacy of this planning history is evident almost
everywhere. In a nation where less than a third of
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households has access to automobiles, it should be
considered whether current planning efforts are
inadvertently continuing some of the same Apartheid
era practices. Large swaths of single-use residential
housing estates surrounded by automobile-oriented
thoroughfares and shopping centers with seas of
parking hardly encourage broad access to economic
opportunities for small-scale entrepreneurs. Neither
do the resulting public spaces cultivate an inclusive,
diverse public life, with detrimental impacts on real and
perceived safety.
Fortunately, South Africans are amongst the
most creative people in the world and have been
transforming many of these single-use environments
that disconnect into vibrant urban neighborhoods
that connect. Most often, this is done informally and
with no help from government - often repairing poor
conditions recently built by governement.

1950s Apartheid era planners discussing plans for Soweto

Pedestrian passageways are cut through long blocks
to increase access. Single-use lots are converted into
mixed-use and diversified housing opportunities.
Private individuals are building semi-public gathering
spaces for their neighborhoods. Tuck shops are
shaping vibrant neighborhood centers. The backs
of parcels are being transformed into fronts so that
informal businesses can face onto main thoroughfares.
People are slowly transforming their locations into
places for opportunity and freedom. This informal
creative phenomenon is not the problem, but points to
the solution.

1940s low-cost house with later addition & apartments, Chesterville

Jozi at Jozi Park in KwaMashu (KwaC), Durban

The image above illustrates Jozi Park: an informal, semi-public park built within the public right-of-way in KwaMashu’s
C-Section. Ordinarily, the strip of grass next to the pavement would be empty, doing little to encourage public life.
Instead, the homeowner, on his own initiative and using his own resources, built this remarkable place for human
thriving. Plants that shade and delight, benches and tables for rest and activity, rails and colors that protect. The
street has become a place that enables public life for all neighbors, and their presence keeps the whole street safer.

If urban design can serve to oppress, can it also serve to enable?
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Stopping the brain drain of

URBAN MIG R AT I O N
FROM MONO-CENTRIC TO POLY-CENTRIC THINKING
Durban has a great central city. The port and nearby
CBD bustle with activity, the convention center shines
in its architecture and trade fairs, South Beach attracts
daily surfers and families on the parade, Florida Road
basks in culinary delights, and kayakers glide past the
skyscrapers in the Indian Ocean.
But most of Durban is not like this. The scale of the
disparities becomes evident when driving from the
CBD past Umkhumbane, through Umlazi and Folweni,
all the way to Umbumbulu. Get off the main route and
onto a dirt road behind the Boxer Store in Folweni,
get out of the car at Mrs. Ngcobo’s mud hut, and the
parallel realities become very evident.
This condition is not unique to Durban. Most global
cities struggle with a mono-centric perspective and
the inevitable consequences. Neither is this necessarily
intentional - municipal plans for eThekwini in fact
highlight various poly-centric approaches. Yet remote
places like Umbumbulu are very low on the list of
priorities in the culture of the metropolis - with
predictable results:
Young learners growing up in Umbumbulu don’t
see local opportunities. Eventually, this causes
skilled youth to move closer to the city center,
exacerbating the drain of skilled labor in Umbumbulu
and exacerbating the existing infrastructure burdens
within the urbanized locations. Under this model,
rural Umbumbulu struggles to maintain a sustainable
community and economy. Potential leaders are
encouraged to leave for better opportunities
12

elsewhere, and local businesses, buildings, farms, and
public life deteriorate. At the same time, communities
closer in are overwhelmed by new arrivals, traffic,
infrastructure, schools, housing, and even lack of
neighborhood trust.
A poly-centric model presents a different spread of
opportunities - one that positions Umbumbulu as an
obvious candidate for investment:
1. Umbumbulu’s rural assets close to the city enable a
diversified economic portfolio for eThekwini, including
food production/processing and eco-tourism.
2. Its population of young and eager learners can be
integrated into a local economy that presents them
with a future and discourages their urban migration.
3. The current trend of housing construction in the
rural area, especially on traditional tribal lands, can
be harnessed to build up a local construction industry
and cultivate specialty skills that appeal to vacation
and second home markets, and traditional Zulu culture.
4. Encouraging a strong local community and
economy in Umbumbulu reduces the strain on
infrastructure and resources in more urban locations.
5. The development of Umbumbulu as a vibrant rural
center can help to prevent the extension of continuous
urban sprawl from the city center, which has already
reached past Folweni and exacerbates infrastructure
challenges as distances are inefficiently stretched.
A poly-centric model positions eThekwini Municipality
as a global leader in fighting the challenges of urban
migration. Umbumbulu is the future of eThekwini.

Continuous sprawl from Folweni to central Durban’s skyscrapers

Two models for eThekwini: mono-centric vs. poly-centric

Youth from Umbumbulu presenting local design challenges

Engaging local youth about design in their communities

With the help of the University of KwaZulu-Natal, the project team engaged 60 local learners in an extensive process
of considering how urban design and planning impacts their lives and opportunities. The learners were quick to
grasp advanced urban issues and present viable solutions to problems pertaining to public life, safety and crime,
economic opportunity, transportation, and health. There are two ways of looking at these brilliant young people:
either they are the next urban migrants, or they are the future of a sustainable eThekwini.

What if skilled youth have a future at the edge of eThekwini?
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Introducing the

U BU NTU PRO CE SS
LISTEN TO BUILD

The design and planning professions exist to serve
people in their efforts to live more healthy, productive,
and edifying lives. Yet our professions have also been
guilty of focusing on solutions that don’t really serve
our clients’ objectives or best interests. There are
many explanations for this, and also excuses, but at
the heart of this challenge is the struggle to prioritize
people over processes, institutions, economics, and
one’s own world view.

By contrast, local people perceive the municipal offices
of central Durban to be abstract, opaque, and distant.
This is in spite of the best intentions of understaffed
municipal planners - evidence for these intentions
can be found in eThekwini’s many excellent planning
documents. Distance challenges relationships, as
does the mono-centric institutional culture discussed
previously. It is difficult to live out the Zulu concept of
Ubuntu (“I am because you are”) in this context.

This has tangible consequences. Designers of low-cost
housing might focus on the bottom line, production
efficiency, approvals, engineering factors, political
struggles, government-sponsored studies, international
trends, and the culture of the prevailing industry yet the voice of the individuals being served might
rank relatively low (or be mute). Likewise, urban
planners might focus on municipal budgets, land use
regulations, policy frameworks, institutional politics,
best practices literature, and development trends - yet
the communities in questions may never be consulted
in earnest.

And yet, an extended engagement with locals reveals
that Umbumbulu citizens are creative people who
understand local limitations but can also offer real
working solutions. A walk with an InDuna reveals
a precise understanding of how the curb radius
of a road impacts vehicular speeds, accidents, and
business at the informal markets. A discussion with
a room full of local residents illustrates how housing
is the foundation for strong communities, but also
that it matters how the design considers local
needs and the participation of local skills. A design
workshop encourages councillors to lay out a vision
of how commercial development can be inclusive of
independent retailers. And extended meetings reveals
that local challenges with alcohol abuse can be met by
beginning with a sustainable agriculture strategy.

In Umbumbulu, there are two processes that overlap:
the municipal process and the process governed by
the Sobonakhona traditional tribal authority. The
latter is revered by tradition and plays a major local
leadership role, especially regarding land use on tribal
land. Every day, people seek out Nkosi Makhanya
and his InDunas for advice, direction and assistance,
whether in formal meetings at the tribal court
offices or informally in the street. The tribal court is
accessible, respected, part of the community, present.
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This document is not a policy plan for directing
municipal or tribal implementation - as if government
and traditional authorities could provide for
everything. It is an invitation to reimagine the potential
of Umbumbulu and eThekwini by listening to people in
order to build collaboratively.

Project team studying the town of Umbumbulu with an InDuna

Meeting with diverse municipal staff at the UMZ office in Durban

InDunas, councillors, and ordinary citizens participate in a design workshop

A local councillor weighs in on preliminary proposals

This document proposes that an “Ubuntu Process” is necessary in order to truly serve the people and communities
of eThekwini. A 10-day pilot process was conducted for this project in Umbumbulu in October 2016. During one
workshop, citizens noted that they could not remember there ever being such a meeting about community planning
and design in Umbumbulu, and certain councillors and InDunas felt heard on urban development matters for the
firts time. The proposals illustarted within this document seek to reflect the lessons learned during that process.

What if community design is pursued collaboratively?
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Reviewing preliminary concepts with the Mtshali family on site

THE UBUNTU HOUSE
The Ubuntu Process conducted in Umbumbulu
revealed the crucial need for a sustainable low-cost
housing strategy. The project team, in collaboration
with Nkosi Makhanya, selected the Mtshalis as the
pilot family for the first Ubuntu House.
In keeping with the principle of “listen to build”,
the project team prepared a preliminary design
proposal, which was reviewed extensively by
the Mtshalis, their extended family and friends.
The proposal was also collaboratively reviewed
by architecture faculty and students at Durban
University of Technology before being significantly
revised by the project team subsequent to an indepth site visit.

A House to enable

IND EPENDE N CE
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The resulting Ubuntu House is not a typical lowcost product. It is a climate-responsive design
that enables the family to earn an income,
thereby promoting financial independence. Its site
arrangement promotes social interaction and useful
open space. It also promotes local materials and
methods to prioritize investment in local, small-scale
builders and the immediate Umbumbulu economy.

OAD
ED R

NPAV

ING U
EXIST

Mr. Mtshali

ACCESSIBILITY
Conventional low-cost housing considers
all residents to be equal. The Ubuntu
Process considers that every family has
unique needs and potential.
NEIGHBORING HOUSE

NEIGHBORING HOUSE

N

Site Plan

Mr. Mtshali’s disability requires the
Ubuntu House to be wheelchair
accessible. Beyond minimum dimensional
requirements, the design prioritizes his
ability to access fresh air, natural light,
and to be socially engaged. Easy access
to the shaded front porch and direct
views to the street from his bedroom
and living room were requested by Mr.
Mtshali. This way he can easily interact
with daily life on the street, in and
around the creshe, and within his own
family home.
Given the limited use of his hands, Mrs.
Mtshali does most work in the kitchen.
It was therefore not necessary to design
a fully accessible kitchen. This helped to
safe space and resources for the benefit
of other features.
17

Existing conditions looking west

D

C

A
D

B

A Site reserved for new Mtshali residence. 2

Site is irregular in shape, approx. 225 m ,
with approx. 14.5 m in road frontage.
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B Existing unpaved access road. The road

terminates at the Makhanya homestead
visible in the distance.

C Existing outbuilding on Makhanya

family homestead. This is the current
temporary home of the Mtshalis.

D Existing private residences on adjacent
parcels.

Illustrative concept looking west

A
B

C
D

A Plastered residence for the Mtshali

family. The shed roof design minimizes
sun exposure and self-shades.

B Creshe wing with easy visibility and
access from street and front yard,
finished in earthen red.

C Siting the building to the parcel

edge accomodates rear yard for food
production, laundry, and septic tank.

D Porch and low garden wall promote
social outdoor life and “eyes on the
street” to help keep the area safe.
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A

Interior view in living room

B

C

D

A Wattle roof construction, made from

locally available materials and investing
in local skill and labor.
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B Corrugated fiberglass clerestory panels

to provide generous daylight for homebound disabled residents.

C Operable wood “Dutch” door and

casement windows on both sides of living
room promote easy cross-ventilation.

D Traditional Zulu reed mats and beaded
curtains afford privacy, promote air
circulation, and soften the interior.

Making traditional Zulu reed mats

East elevation

North/street elevation

North-south section through living room

LOCAL SKILLS AND LABOR
The Ubuntu House is designed
to embrace local skills and labor.
This is not only to save costs,
but also to invest directly into
the local economy and uplift
the broader community and
culture. This means that contract
terms, materials, and methods
must be callibrated to make the
construction project accessible to
a broad range of potential local
builders, laborers, and artisans.
Systems that can be implemented
using local people, simple tools,
and a small truck are prioritized.
Systems must use non-proprietary
and readily available materials so
that maintenance and repairs can
be completed by local skills.
Furthermore, the Ubuntu House
invests in Zulu craft traditions
by seeking opportunities to
incorporate them in construction.
For more information, see p. 28.
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SHOP HOUSE
Unlike conventional low-cost designs, the
Mtshali Ubuntu House promotes a mix of
uses. The “shop” in this case is intended
to be used as a creshe, enabling Mrs.
Mtshali to earn an income and provide
some economic independence. The
creshe is a room separated from the
house but sharing the front porch. It
is located at the front of the parcel to
provide easy access and minimize the
impact on privacy.
At a later time, when their 15-year old
son reaches adulthood, the shop could
be modified for a different commercial
purpose to help support the family.
Because the shop adds to the overall size
and cost, to maintain accountability, its
cost could be covered through a micro
loan paid down over time.
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1

Plastered ash block wall

2

Creshe (shop)

3

Corrugated metal roof

4

Corrugated fiberglass clerestory

5

Wattle roof overhang

6

Wattle trellis porch

7

Wood casement windows

8

Wood Dutch door

9

Front yard

10

Low garden wall

11

Wattle gates

12

Rear yard with existing tree

13

Tree to shade creshe in morning

14

Private parking for son’s future

15

Existing road
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Existing garden wall

3

13

4

12

1
6

5

2

7

8

15

9
10

16

14

11

Bird’s eye view looking southeast of Mtshali residence

The Ubuntu House for the Mtshali family under construction

The Ubuntu House was constructed for the Mtshali family in 2017. Construction documents were prepared by the
Andrews University design team. On-site construction was managed by Ubuntu Design Group’s Wandile Mthiyane in
collaboration with quantity surveyors, local builders, and volunteers. The process yielded invaluable lessons and will
help to streamline the process when serving future families. A summary of the process and the lessons learned can
be found in this document’s appendix.

Constructing the Ubuntu House: See Appendix

The Mtshalis in their new house.
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1940s low-cost housing in Chesterville, adapted by owner

ADAPTABILITY
In low-cost housing, mass production and preengineering can help to save costs, but designs
must enable diverse outcomes and conditions.
First, the form of the building must easily enable
additions, expansions, and flexibility of use
without complicating ventilation, daylighting, or
the shedding of water. In mild climates, thin-wing
massing has proven to be most effective. In this
strategy, most parts of the building are one room
wide and are either arranged in a linear form or
around exterior courtyards.

Designed for

ST RO NG CO M MU N I T Y
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Chesterville in Umkhumbane features a broad
diversity of such building types. 1940s low-cost
housing has been adapted and added on to in
numerous ways, as resources were available. The
original buildings’ simple linear forms, their relative
durability, and their location near the parcel edge
made this very efficient. This has given owners the
opportunity to enhance the comfort of outdoor
life, promote social contact, and diversify economic
opportunities. The lesson is that low-cost housing,
in the context of freedom, can be a foundation for
building value and strong communities.

Forecourt / Mtshali residence

Wide parcel / broad frontage

Rear court and shop

Narrow lot / shop front

Forecourt / private bedrooms

Side court / shop front

No shop / One bedroom

Rear shop connected with living room

Wide parcel / three bedrooms

A KIT OF PARTS
The Ubuntu House is conceived as a
kit of parts that enables flexibility for
diverse needs and site conditions. A
selection of options is shown here.
The parts are somewhat like “modules”
- not pre-assembled off-site, but costestimated and precisely detailed in
advance. The modules include the “wet”
core of kitchen, bathroom, living (yellow);
two alternate bedrooms (blue); and a
shop unit (red). In all arrangements,
the locations of all door and window
openings are maintained the same.
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D
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B

A

Existing conditions looking west from the town of Umbumbulu

A Existing footpath used by residents of

surrounding homesteads to access the
town of Umbumbulu.
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B Sloped field planned for residential

development by eThekwini Municipality.
Not in traditional tribal land.

C Existing nearby homesteads.

D Route R603 leading to Pietermaritzburg.

A
C

D

B
Illustrative concept of Ubuntu House neighborhood

A Ubuntu House oriented to face view to

valley. Trees planted in private yards to
provide shade and ambient cooling.

B Variety of garden walls, either low or

including frequent openings to preserve
visibility and help keep streets safe.

C Narrow street to keep traffic slow. Street
lights to help maintain safety.

D Ubuntu House arranged with corner
forecourt to access shop.
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UPLIFTING COMMUNITY: ROOFING
The Ubuntu House in Umbumbulu uses wattle construction
for the roof. Wattle is a local resource that originated as an
invasive species but today thrives in KwaZulu-Natal. Wattle
construction requires relatively little cutting and planing and is
easy to transport and assemble. Historically, wattle was used as
a structure for wattle-and-daub construction and thatch roofing,
although the Ubuntu House employs metal roofing. Investing in
wattle and thatch work can help to build up local skills as a way
to uplift the economy but also traditional Zulu culture.

Waddle construction near Umbumbulu

INVESTING IN LOCAL SKILLS: OPENINGS
The Ubuntu House in Umbumbulu specifies wood doors and
windows, built by local craftsmen. This is an alternative to
conventional mass-produced fixtures made of metal. Investing
in hand-made wood fixtures can help to build up local skills as
a way to uplift the economy but also to serve the local market
of country homes for well-to-do city dwellers. For privacy and
light control, traditional reed screens made by local home-based
artisans can replace conventional curtains and Venetian blinds.

Wood door, plastered wall, and reed screen

ENABLING LOCAL PEOPLE: WALLS
The Ubuntu House in Umbumbulu specifies ash block walls,
which are widely made by small entrepreneurs near Umbumbulu.
To control moisture penetration, the ash block walls are to be
plastered - another local skill that can be invested in. As much
as possible, all equipment should be transportable by small
trucks without the aid of cranes or other heavy equipment.
This enables ordinary local builders and laborers to benefit
economicaly from the construction of low-cost housing.
The Mtshali House under construction
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CONVENTIONAL SITING
Illustrated here is a block subdivision in
Umbumbulu as planned by eThekwini
Municipality. This diagram also includes
residential building footprints as typically
implemented by default due to regulated
setbacks, industry conventions, and
mass-production.
Each building is sited near the center
of its lot, resulting in a relatively equal
perimeter yard all around. Space
around each building becomes residual
and primarily exists to create distance
between houses.

Perimeter yard vs. rear yard

THE IMPACT OF SITING
Houses sited in the center of parcels

SITING FOR FLEXIBILITY
Illustrated here is the same block
subdivision in Umbumbulu as planned
by eThekwini Municipality. This diagram,
however, locates each house near the
front edge of its lot. The resulting
space behind each building becomes
much larger and consequently is more
flexibly used by future additions, private
recreational activity, rear yard agriculure,
and other outdoor work.
Another consequence of this
arrangement is that buildings move
closer to the street, thereby shaping
the public realm like an “outdoor room”
for public life, with each building front
contributing “eyes” on the street to help
keep things safe.
Houses sited at the edge of parcels

Rural architecture, such as the
rural Zulu homestead, tends to be
like an object surrounded by freeflowing open space such as fields
and pastures.
In compact settlements, however,
the optimum site for a building
is near the edge of the lot most often the front edge. This
arrangement enables the rest
of the lot to be as flexible as
possible, rather than ringing the
building with a relatively narrow
perimeter-yard. Maximizing the
rear yard helps to enable later
additions, yield more productive
gardens, and promote a greater
variety of work and private social
uses. Form-based zoning can
regulate building placement in
order to avoid less efficient and
less flexible site configurations.
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Tuck shops shaping public spcae in Umkhumbane

PUBLIC SPACE
Quality public space is an essential resource that
has been historically undervalued. This is clearly
articulated in the 2014 publication “Searching for
the promised land of Public Space”, published by
UCLG under the co-chairmanship of the Mayor of
Durban-eThekwini.
The historical legacy of colonialism, Apartheid, and
the well-intended but flawed efforts of the postApartheid era have reduced much of public space to
utilitarian infrastructure, predominantly for vehicles.
Human scale and pedestrian networks are often not
considered. These are not superficial issues focused
on impractical comforts and unnecessary aesthetics.
The design of public space has a profound impact
on environmental health, the resilience of inclusive
economies, the preservation of local culture, and the
promotion of social cohesion and safety.

Enabling opportunity through

URBAN D E SI GN
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The following illustrative proposals are for strategic
public space improvements designed to promote
such opportunities in Umbumbulu. They were
prepared in response to the foundational municipal
planning work that has already been completed.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

MUNICIPAL LONG TERM PLAN (DRAFT)

ILLUSTRATIVE PROPOSAL

The current extent of development in the town of
Umbumbulu. The area defined in black falls outside
of tribal lands. This area has already been subdivided
and platted for development, although most of that
land remains undeveloped. The majority of private
development is focused near the historic town center,
near the taxi rank in the town’s southwest corner, and
close to R603, including commerce and rental dwellings.

A recent draft plan prepared by eThekwini Municipality.
It illustrates diverse existing and projected land uses:
residential (yellow), commercial (blue), government
facilities (orange), mixed use/light industrial (purple),
and public open space (green). It also emphasizes a new
routing of M30 and other streets (red) to facilitate an
improved transportation network. The southeast corner
(brown) is projected for a skills development center.

This drawing provides a summary illustration of the
various public space concepts proposed herein. Existing
buildings are shown in grey. New buildings, which are
to be promoted by the public space improvements, are
shown in black. The illustrative plan deliberately builds
on the existing municipal planning work in order to
demonstrate how existing policies and priorities can be
refined towards successful implementation.
0M

500 M
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A
D

C

Existing view looking south in Umbumbulu

A Existing taxi rank adjacent to public toilet
facilities and the often lively historic
town square.
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B Various existing local retail businesses
and shebeens surround the area near
the taxi rank.

C Undeveloped property planned by
eThekwini Municipality as a future
shopping center.

D Property planned by eThekwini

Municipality as a future formalized
waiting area and taxi drop off.

B

A

C

D

Illustrative concept of market plaza

A Open market structure to shelter

independent vendors and farmers
market activity.

B Small commercial spaces facing the

street and suitable for local retailers.
Parking on street and in rear - see p. 34.

C Street entrance to larger commercial

space suitable for national retailer.
Parking lot entrance described on p. 34.

D Public plaza designed as formalized

waiting area and taxi drop-off. Preserved
shade trees and paved with pavers.
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MARKET PLAZA

Illustrative plan of market plaza area

The area north of the existing taxi rank
has been projected by the Municipality
to include a shopping center. This
illustrative proposal builds on that
assumption, but the design deliberately
avoids the typical, isolated, exclusive,
automobile-oriented shopping center
arrangement - as seen, for example, at
Philani Valley Mall in Umlazi. Instead,
the buildings have been arranged to
shape a linear, pedestrian-friendly
market plaza that provides inclusive
economic opportunities for existing
businesses, vendors under an openair market structure, and new smallscale commercial operators. The larger
supermarket also has direct access to
this same plaza, but is arranged to have
convenient access to parking behind the
buildings.

14

13

12

1

Existing, improved town square

2

Existing taxi rank

3

Existing public toilet facilities

4

Existing management office

5

Existing grocer

6

Existing butcher

7

Existing M30 Griffiths Mxenge Hwy

8

Proposed market plaza

9

Proposed small retail spaces

10

Proposed open market structure

11

Proposed larger retail space with
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12

Parking lot behind structures

13

Loading dock for trucks

14

Shade trees preserved for park

9

9

9

9

6
5

4

3

2
1

8

10

14

street entrance leading to the same
cash registers as parking entrance

7

11

9

INCLUSIVE PEDESTRIAN-ORIENTED CENTERS
Many local people rely on the broad range of economic
opportunities that exist in the town center of Umbumbulu.
Small-scale, independent vendors and local businesses are
concentrated near where people are. The taxi rank is a major
magnet of retail activity, as are the Magistrate Court and the
offices of the South African Social Security Agency. Most
customers are pedestrians, including school children and
the elderly. This document proposes that any future retail
development must prioritize safe and comfortable pedestrian
movement. Public spaces and structures must be inclusive to
enable independent businesses - including informal vending.
Independent vendors at the Umbumbulu taxi rank

BUSINESSES SHAPE PUBLIC SPACE

Detail of Long Range Plan, CSA 2714

National retailers can be part of inclusive, pedestrian-friendly
urban environments. The example shown to the right is a Spar
store in Cape Town. It enjoys a visible location with a prominent
entrance at the corner. At the same time, it is part of a larger
street context that includes a range of competing, independent
businesses. Automobiles can park on the street or in the parking
area behind the building. The building itself is close to the street
and designed to be comfortable to walk next to. The resulting
street is a vibrant and pleasing public space that benefits all
businesses while encouraging a broad range of social and
economic activities. This building adds value to the public realm.

DRAFT MUNICIPAL PLANS

National retailers shape great public space in Cape Town

AVOID EXCLUSIVE, CAR-DOMINATED CENTERS
The image on the left shows a Spar store at the Philani Valley
Mall in Umlazi. Compared to the example in Cape Town, the
building sits far back from the road and is separated by a
private fence and parking area in front. The mall is an exclusive
compound for national retailers. Pedestrian access is not
encouraged by the design of the building or the grounds. The
public realm has been reduced to a vehicular thoroughfare, with
little value for small-scale, independent businesses, social life,
or cultural activities. Such an isolated, exclusive, automobileoriented design would not support the broad range of activities
and opportunities needed in Umbumbulu.
Exclusive, automobile-oriented shopping center in Umlazi

The existing plans identify a
proposed shopping centre in blue.
Its label identifies it specifically
as a “Spar”, which suggests that
the development form may be
similar to the Philani Valley Mall
in Umlazi. The proposed concepts
illustrated on the previous pages
build on the municipal plans but
add more detail to specifically
promote the inclusion of a broad
range of economic and social
opportunity.
Unlike the municipal plans,
the formalized waiting area is
proposed to be integrated into
a linear market plaza along M30
Griffiths Mxenge Hwy leading
directly to the historic town
square. This helps to connect and
support existing businesses and
activity centers.
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A

C
D
Existing bird’s eye view of taxi rank and historic town square

A Existing town square with parking

surrounded by diverse retailers, services,
and shebeens.
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B Existing taxi rank at M30 Griffiths
Mxenge Highway.

C Historic house with verandah - one
of Umbumbulu’s oldest structures.
Currently a shebeen.

D Existing tree-lined footpath leading west
to surrounding homesteads.

D

B
A

C
Illustrative concept of improved historic town square area

A Improved paving, seating, and

landscaping in town square and on
footpath.

B On-street parking and parking in secure
and visually screened off-street lots.

C Restored historic house, repurposed as
restaurant with verandah dining facing
the shaded woods.

D Local police post at strategic intersection
for good visibility.
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HISTORIC TOWN SQUARE
The existing municipal plans recognize
the significance of the taxi rank to
the town life of Umbumbulu. This
proposal builds on this and proposes
to reconsider the taxi rank area as
a critical opportunity for social and
economic revitalization. The historic
town square need not be neglected as
a mere vehicular space surrounded by
shebeens. Instead, the historic space can
be restored and transformed as a safe,
attractive, and diversified destination for
locals of all ages as well as visitors. Its
strategic location interfaces the active
retail center and the rural tribal edge
of Umbumbulu, making it a natural,
authentic meeting place for locals.

10
3
4
14

2
5

1

Improved, existing town square

2

Existing taxi rank

3

Existing management office

4

Existing shebeens

5

Historic verandah house, renovated

7
6

restaurant serving Zulu cuisine
Existing local retailer

7
8

Renovated commercial spaces

9
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Proposed parking lot

13

Proposed police post

10

Proposed market area (p. 32-34)

11

M30 Griffiths Mxenge Hwy

12

Improved Boulevard (p. 40-42)

13

Route R603

14

Improved tree-line footpath

9

8

and repurposed as destination

6

12

1

Illustrative plan of town square

11

CONNECTIVITY AND ECONOMIC SYNERGY
The historic town square is located immediately adjacent to
the proposed market plaza and its open-air market structure.
As nearby commercial development is pursued, it is crucial
to preserve many alternate routes for pedestrians. Such finegrained access between the various spaces helps to ensure
that the town square is not neglected or excluded from future
adjacent investment and the activity it generates. Economic
opportunity requires intensity of access, and pedestrian access
can not be ignored in Umbumbulu. In fact, limited vehicular
access makes the square an ideal public space for social and
leisure activity.
The town square is a space that connects economic and social life

SAFE PUBLIC SPACE
The historic town square is proposed to be restored and
transformed as a safe and attractive public space that promotes
business. Preserving law and order are critical for the success of
such an investment, especially if visitors are to be attracted.
This plan proposes locating a small police post at the corner of
M30 Griffiths Mxenge Hwy and the historic town square. This
prominent site enjoys good visibility and easy access to the
surrounding spaces. The post can be within a small building
featuring a South African flag pole and a parking space for a
police vehicle.

Detail of Movement+Access Plan, CSA 2714

DRAFT MUNICIPAL PLANS
Existing municipal plans recognize
the significance of the taxi rank,
which is indicated above via a
green star. M30 Griffiths Mxenge
Hwy and Route 603 are also
understood as important routes,
as shown in this diagram.
The historic town square is an
important social space and
anchors significant commercial
activity on tribal lands, yet
its existence and potential is
not integrated into current
movement and access planning.
This document proposes that the
finer grain of pedestrian routes
and spaces deserve additional
attention in order to more
deliberately promote access to
economic and social opportunity.

A public safety post in Cape Town

A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
The footpath leading from the historic town square towards
the western homesteads is a critical route. It positions the it
as a prominent meeting place for locals, thereby encouraging
economic and social activity. Beautiful trees line the footpath
on both sides as it descends down towards Route 603. This area
of tribal land can be reimagined as a natural asset immediately
beyond the town square. The historic house that looks over this
area is proposed to be restored as a restaurant for vistors and
locals alike, with outdoor dining during the season (see p. 37).
This calls for strategic environmental stewardship, including a
refuse management program that eliminates litter from this area.
The existing footpath is littered with refuse
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Existing view of boulevard looking east

A Local upper street north of pine-planted
median. The street is lined with local
businesses and municipal vendor stalls
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C

B Paved M30 Griffiths Mxenge Highway,

leading around the bend towards Route
R603.

C Existing Sobonakhona Makhanya Tribal
Court office building.

D Existing unpaved local continuation of

boulevard towards residential areas and
nearby rural homesteads.

D
C

B
A

Illustrative concept of improved boulevard

A Improved boulevard median with new

terraced seating, promenade, stairs, and
landscaping.

B Improved pedestrian-friendly intersection
to slow traffic and enhance safety as
M30 is re-routed north - see p. 42-43

C Improved metal gateway, inspired by

traditional Zulu gates, celebrating the
tribal court’s position in the community.

D Proposed commercial development
ideally located at the improved
intersection.
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BOULEVARD
The Municipality is planning to realign
M30 Griffiths Mxenge Hwy to run
north-south - bypassing long-distance
truck traffic from the existing taxi rank
and Magistrates Court area. This new
alignment will have a major impact on
the centre of Umbumbulu, including its
historic boulevard.
The boulevard already serves as the
major pedestrian spine connecting
eastern homesteads, the tribal authority
offices, and the commercial centre
of town. This plan proposes that this
boulevard should be carefully enhanced
as a vibrant civic space when the
highway realignment work proceeds.

13

9
12

11
8

7

6
1

Makhanya Tribal Court offices

2

Existing M30 alignment

3

Existing median and lower drive

4

Existing petrol station

5

Pedestrian-friendly intersection

6

Planned M30 alignment (approx.)

7

Improved boulevard median

8

Existing lower road

9

Existing upper road

10

Proposed commercial development

11

Renovated commercial buildings

12

Town square area (see p. 36-38)

13

Market plaza area (see p. 32-34)

14

Community gathering place

7
3
2
4

14
Illustrative plan of boulevard area
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HISTORIC SPINE OF ACTIVITY

MOVEMENT PATTERNS

The boulevard serves as an active spine of pedestrian activity.
This includes strengthening social bonds, promenading,
independent retail, and informal vending activity. This photo
shows the upper street of the divided boulevard.

The boulevard, shown here using wide arrows, is the critical
connecting space between the eastern and western homesteads,
the tribal authority offices, M30 Griffiths Mxenge Hwy, the
historic town square, the commercial town centre, and the
government’s courts and agency offices.

BOULEVARD SECTION
This proposed section of the historic boulevard illustrates how
the centre median can be enhanced with landscaped steps for
seating and improved access.

Detail of Long Term Plan, CSA 2714

DRAFT MUNICIPAL PLANS
Existing municipal plans prioritize
the realignment of M30 Griffiths
Mxenge Hwy, which would cut
through the historic boulevard to
bypass the historic town square.
This document proposes that
such a realignment must take
care to establish a pedestrianfriendly intersection and highquality public space at the historic
boulevard. As a critical social
space, the boulevard must be
preserved and enhanced as an
attractive social space that leads
people to the town’s various
destinations. This is especially
important to attract visitors, as
the boulevard plays a critical role
in helping people to navigate
towards the historic town square.
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Young people building collaborative skills to build a future.

PREPARE TO PROSPER
This document proposes that Umbumbulu can
be reimagined as a place of opportunity for
young people. Investing in this small community
at the edge of eThekwini helps to increase local
productivity and reduces the strain on urban
resources near the city centre. Umbumbulu can be
the model for reversing the challenging trend of
urban migration.
Chief among the assets of Umbumbulu is its
sweeping landscape of rolling hills and fresh air.
Nearby game reserves, pristine nature destinations,
and beautiful views of agrarian fields position
Umbumbulu as an optimal hub for eco-tourism,
country homes, and small-scale agriculture.

Capturing the value of

PLACE A ND PE O PL E
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Future work on infrastructure, real estate
development, and institutions must channel
investment towards designs, programs, and facilities
that promote such an economy. This includes
prioritizing local entrepreneurship and training
young people with skills that support and ultimately
manage such an economy. Umbumbulu is the future
of eThekwini.

Vision of Potential Development

C
A

D
B

Looking south at the rolling hills of Umbumbulu

A Route 603 is currently designed for fastmoving through-traffic. Passing visitors
barely notice the town of Umbumbulu.

B Locally-owned businesses on M30

Griffiths Mxenge Hwy seek to capitalize
on their proximity to Route 603.

C Umbumbulu is a significant destination
for country homes, many of which are
under construction on tribal lands.

D Land set aside for a Youth Skills

Development Centre, to promote the
future stewardship of the land.
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Existing tribal site looking south

C

A
B

D

A Scattered rural residential

neighborhoods of groups of homesteads
are within walking distance.
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B Existing site owned by the Makhanya

Tribal Court. It is ready for development
with access to infrastructure.

C Route 603 is immediately adjacent to the
site, providing visibility and easy access
via M30 Griffiths Mxenge Hwy.

D The Makhanya Tribal Court offices are

immediately adjacent to the site - a
proximity that lends itself to patronage.

Proposed Youth Skills Development Centre

C
D
B
A

A The Youth Skills Development Centre is

a laboratory for the building arts to help
cultivate a local construction economy.

B Spaces are designed for visitors to
engage the learning process and
purchase locally made artifacts.

C Three thatch-covered structures provide
open-air workshops where manual skill
training occurs and can be observed.

D The educational centre is simple but

refined - a place were a contemporary
Zulu craft tradition can be celebrated.
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YOUTH SKILLS CENTRE
The Makhanya Tribal Court is proposed
to formally host a Youth Skills
Development Centre at the heart of
Umbumbulu. The location reflects the
existing municipal plans and is easily
reached from Route 603 and the
surrounding community.
The complex is conceived as an
educational village with a network
of spaces for training, learning,
showcasing, and working. Three thatchcovered, securable, open-air structures
in the shape of shields anchor the
experience and celebrate the teaching
of contemporary Zulu craft traditions.
The place is designed to be accessible to
locals and visitors alike, who can engage
the ongoing training first-hand and
purchase artifacts made by the students.

1

Makhanya Tribal Court offices

2

Existing boulevard

3

Existing petrol station

4

Gate to Tribal Court Offices

5

Classroom buildings

6

Open-air manual training structures

7

Presentation space

8

Meeting hall / Auditorium

9

Dormitory buildings

10

Student gardens

11

Research gardens

12

Agro-processing facility

13

Shops

14

Umbumbulu Town Plaza

2
1

3
4
5
10
9

13

7
14

8

12

Illustrative plan of Youth Skills Development Centre
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AGRO-PROCESSING
One focus of the proposed Youth Skills Development Centre
is the revival of agro-processing in Umbumbulu. Small-scale
farmers require this to help bring surplus to larger markets.
The historic role of Umbumbulu as a mill town is revived here
as a modern processing centre for high-value crops such as
organic vegetables for the Durban culinary market. Inspired by
precedent found in the Cape Flats (left), the Umbumbulu Youth
Skills Development Centre plays an important role in helping to
develop effective agricultural methods, processing techniques,
cooperative management, and preparing products for shipment
and the market.
Organic agro-processing centre operated by residents in the Cape Flats

BUSINESS SKILLS EDUCATION

Detail of Long Term Plan, CSA 2714

Another equally important focus of the Youth Skills Development
Centre is business, entrepreneurship, and management
education. The focus here is specifically on learning how to start
up and sustain local businesses, meet budgets, bring products
and services to market, and effectively engage and grow the
eco-tourism economy. Classroom buildings are provided to
teach students how to manage hospitality services, construction
companies, and agro-businesses. The spaces are designed to
promote collaborative learning, a spirit of cooperation and selfgovernance - including through student gardens.

DRAFT MUNICIPAL PLANS
The proposal presented here
builds on existing municipal plans
to reserve strategic land for a
Youth Skills Development Centre shown in light red above.

CRAFT SKILLS TRAINING
A major focus of the Youth Skills Development Centre is manual
training for the local construction industry. Beyond conventional
methods, the centre is to cultivate contemporary Zulu craft
traditions that bring value to the growing country home
economy. Thatch work, metal work, various finish trades such
as tile work and plaster work can be taught here. Workshops
with students also seek to develop innovative ways in which
ancient traditions such as reed mat making can be harnessed for
modern interiors and furnishings. Umbumbulu and its youth can
be positioned for a new market of high quality and sustainable
building arts.

Significantly, the proposal shapes
an informal but memorable
network of spaces and structures.
The layout promotes collaboration
and the showcasing of craft
and learning in action. This
arrangement is intentional and
is to position the Youth Skills
Development Centre as an
authentic eco-tourism asset.
Rather than simply provide
training facilities, the facility’s
design and its life as a living
laboratory of Zulu building arts
are to help attract visitors.
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Looking northwest along Route 603

B

D

A

C

A Route 603 is currently designed for

fast and dangerous through-traffic that
barely notices the town of Umbumbulu.
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B Local businesses along M30 Griffiths

Mxenge Hwy seek the proximity and
visibility to Route 603.

C Existing land owned by the Makhanya
Tribal Court and reserved for a Youth
Skills Development Centre.

D The Makhanya Tribal Court offices are

immediately adjacent to the site - a
proximity that lends itself to patronage.

Proposed Umbumbulu Town Plaza

A

B

C

D

A Route 603 is reimagined as a slow,

pedestrian-friendly commercial street
that welcomes visitors to Umbumbulu.

B A round town plaza inspired by the

traditional Zulu kraal is surrounded by
commercial buildings.

C The Youth Skills Development Centre

with its iconic shield-shaped and thatchroofed manual training pavillions.

D The agro-processing facility is close to

Route 603 and helps small, local farmers
bring their crops to market.
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UMBUMBULU TOWN PLAZA

1

The Umbumbulu town plaza is proposed
to be an important gathering space
for social, cultural, and economic life.
Located at the critical intersection of
Route 603, M30 and the Makhanya
Tribal Court offices, this space invites
local citizens and visitors to engage
with vibrant community events as well
as authentic town life. Adjacent to the
Youth Skills Development Centre and
its agro-processing facility, it engages
visitors with local production and
learning. Route 603 has been redesigned
here to slow traffic, to invite safe and
comfortable shopping and leisure
activities, and to encourage visitors to
recognize Umbumbulu a destination.
A view to the open countryside is
deliberately preserved to anchor local
identity in the land.

1

Makhanya Tribal Court offices

2

Existing petrol station

3

M30 Griffiths Mxenge Hwy

4

Existing businesses on M30

5

Route 603

6

Pedestrian-friendly intersection

7

Small plaza with view of landscape

8

Redesigned Route 603 with shops

9

Town plaza with steps for seating

10

Stair access to Route 603

11

Access street with shops

12

Agro-processing facility

13

Youth Skills Development Centre

14

Agricultural preserve

2
3
4

11

9
6

10

7
12
8
10
14

Illustrative plan of town plaza area
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13

5

Umbumbulu learner explains why road design matters

Historic Zulu Kraal

ROAD DESIGN MATTERS

GATHERING SPACE

Umbumbulu learners helped to identify the need for an improved
intersection and road design at Route 603 and M30 - a place of
frequent accidents. The current geometries are intended for fast
operating speeds - exactly the opposite of what is needed for
safe, comfortable pedestrian access and vibrant localcommerce.

The proposed town plaza is inspired by the round Kraal - a
historically significant type of public gathering space that
emphasizes unity and community in Zulu culture. A painting
of the Kraal above currently hangs within the Makhanya Tribal
Court offices in Umbumbulu.

ROUTE 603 SECTION
The difference in elevation between Route 604 and the town
plaza enables some unique opportunities. Stormwater can be
managed in the existing bio-swale, with commercial buildings
looking over the natural area and the town plaza itself.

North-South section of R 603 and the town plaza

South Spatial Development Plan, p. 63

DRAFT MUNICIPAL PLANS
The concept of embracing
Umbumbulu as a future hub
for local agriculture and ecotourism is partly grounded in
the eThekwini Municipality’s
2014/2015 South Spatial
Development Plan. This plan
identifies the town as a rural
investment node (green circle,
above). The blue circles above
identify tourism nodes, including
the important and pristine
Kwashushu Valley to the north of
Umbumbulu. Other opportunities
include the Nungwane Dam, the
private Tala Game Reserve on
the way to Pietermaritzburg, and
other natural sites nearby. The
proposals in this document build
on this strategy by positioning
design as a major contributor to
authenticity and economic success
in eco-tourism.
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Andrews University team members greeted by local elders

UBUNTU PROCESS
The Ubuntu process is rooted in the meaning of
the Zulu word: “I am because you are.” In design
and planning, one essential aspect of this is for
professionals to “listen to build” rather than to
move forward with preconceived or conventional
strategies. This is especially significant in places
where people carry a greater burden than most.

How to

ENGAGE PE O PL E
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In Umbumbulu, the Ubuntu process was conducted
via a pilot program described here and on the
following pages. Its methodology was designed to
engage local residents of diverse demographics,
tribal leaders, municipal authorities, learners and
university students, discipline-specific experts, as
well as ordinary people on the street. The goal
was to hear those people who are most closely
impacted by the subject at hand. To understand
their challenges and opportunities, and to work
collaboratively towards sustainable solutions that
address prioritized needs. This means visiting people
in their homes, talking to people in the streets,
meeting in places of government, and deliberately
engaging local youth. This work is a result of the
Ubuntu process.

Caption Goes Here

Residents identify preferred strategies with stickers

Residents of Umbumbulu had a chance
to carefully review preliminary concepts
at a public meeting hosted by the
Makhanya Tribal Court. Concept sketch
drawings of possible development and

housing strategies were presented
in-depth and critiqued by leaders and
residents alike. This important process
helped to identify needed solutions and
to eliminate deficient concepts.
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Umbumbulu Process Summary
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PRE-DESIGN RESEARCH AND
CONCEPT DESIGN

PUBLIC MEETING AND SITE
VISIT OF UMBUMBULU

STUDY OF TOWNSHIPS AND
LOW-COST HOUSING

SITE VISIT AND MEETING
WITH THE MTSHALI FAMILY

The Ubuntu process began in late
August 2016 at Andrews University
via extensive pre-design research and
concept design. The international team
of graduate students immersed itself
in publications on Zulu history and
culture, the legacy of Apartheid, current
municipal planning documents, South
African design and development trends
and practices, climate and natural
resources, economic and site data, as
well as relevant case studies. Preliminary
concepts and the team’s understanding
were rigorously reviewed and citiqued
through an iterative process by a team
of international professionals and
practitioners. This included three South
Africans - two from eThekwini.

In early October 2016, the design team
presented the preliminary concepts for
review and critique at a public meeting
hosted in Umbumbulu by the Makhanya
Tribal Court. This meeting was attended
by various tribal elders, elected municipal
representatives, and a broad range of
ordinary citizens. The in-depth meeting
included formal introductions, a detailed
presentation of preliminary concepts,
general public comments, vigorous public
debate, and informal discussion of the
presentation boards on display.

Residents of informal settlements can
be understood to be the most creative
people in the world. To harness this
creativity, the design team sought out
various communities to study urban
design and low-cost housing. In Durban
this included Umkhumbane, KwaMashu,
Chesterville (above), Ridge View, Umlazi,
Folweni, and various places in the city
centre. In Cape Town the team studied
projects in the Cape Flats, Mitchells
Plein, Philippi, and Bo-Kaap. These
visits - guided by architects, builders,
and residents - were instrumental in
developing an understanding of RDP
housing history and realities, how
buildings and places evolve over time,
and how economic opportunity is
enabled by residents through design.

A key aspect of the Ubuntu process was
to visit the site and spend time with the
client. Multiple site visits to Umbumbulu
served to technically document existing
conditions and speak with residents.
Guided by tribal elders and engaged
with local people in the streets, the
team was able to better understand the
land and people, their challenges and
opportunities.

Public comments revealed a broad
consensus on strategies, especially
regarding the need for decent housing,
skills training, agriculture, and ecotourism as foundations of prosperty.

Significantly, the team formally
presented preliminary concepts to the
Mtshali family for review and critique.
An in-depth meeting with the extended
family and neighbors gave everyone an
opportunity to voice concerns, share
priorities, and participate in the design
process.

UKZN LEARNERS SEMINAR
WITH SIYABANAKEKELA NPO

MEETINGS WITH MUNICIPAL
REPRESENTATIVES

DURBAN UNIVERSITY OF
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

MAKHANYA TRIBAL
AUTHORITY

Thanks to the Siyabanakekela NPO, and
in collaboration with the University of
KwaZulu-Natal, the team was able to
conduct a participatory design workshop
with over sixty learners representing
schools in Umbumbulu and KwaMashu.

Thanks to the support of the Office
of the City Manager, the design team
was able to coordinate its efforts with
various municipal departments and
representatives. This included the
director of International and Government
Relations, senior professional planners,
urban development and landscape
architecture staff, the Director of
Strategic Architectural Projects, the
Municipal Institute of Learning, the
Mayor’s Office, and various ward
councillors.

The preliminary concepts and the
Ubuntu process were presented to over
forty architecture students and faculty
at Durban University of Technology. This
in-depth review process engaged local
professionals, scholars, and aspiring
practitioners in better understanding
certain issues facing the generation born
into South African freedom.

Beyond the public meeting held in
Umbumbulu, the design team also
sought an in-depth private workshop
with tribal elders, local councillors, and
representatives of the InKosi Makhanya.
This gave opportunity for serious
reflection by the leadership, including
a broader outline of how Umbumbulu’s
current challenges are born in part out
of a modern but misguided neglect of
more rural economies in favor of urban
centres.

The team used this opportunity to
engage local youth about urban issues
facing their community and daily life.
Learners were asked to critique the
design in their own communities as
well as the team’s preliminary concepts.
Most significantly, they were tasked with
presenting possible solutions, explain
their critiques, and draw up concepts.
The workshop revealed broad consensus
on issues pertaining to safety and
security by design.

Municipal planning staff enabled a
more complete understanding of issues
and ongoing municipal planning in
Umbumbulu and provided the necessary
base information and documents.

A major point of inquiry was the need
for quality public space, and how urban
and building design contribute to
safety and economic opportunity. Local
students shared from their own personal
experience growing up in local townships
and informal settlements, but also in
terms of a discipline-specific context and
a Zulu-specific community context.

A major point of consensus was the
need to connect economic development,
agriculture, housing, and eco-tourism
with design. Said one councillor: “Now I
understand. A house is not an island. It is
all interconnected.”
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B

Existing view looking north along Magistrates Court frontage

A The existing fence design securing the

Magistrates Court building does nothing
to promote social or economic life here.
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B The shoulder of M30 Griffiths Mxenge

Hwy is vacant and collects refuse. On
pension day, it is used by street vendors.

C The local South African Social Security

Agency office, which attracts significant
visitors on pension day.

D The current road design encourages fast
traffic as vehicles speed up towards the
edge of town.

C

A

D
B

Illustrative concept of improved Magistrates Court frontage

A Vendor stand structures and wide

sidewalks promote informal commercial
activity. Street lights promote safety.

B Built-in, landscaped public seating

promotes social interaction. The presence
of elders helps to keep the street safer.

C A new gate structure at the Magistrates
Court fence entrance gives the court a
public presence and shelters guards.

D Pavers promote slower vehicular traffic,

manage stormwater, and promote local
jobs in government contracts.
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ENABLING PUBLIC LIFE
The northern end of M30 Griffiths
Mxenge Hwy in the town of Umbumbulu
represents an opportunity to promote
community life, safety and economic
opportunity through design. The existing
government courts and agency offices
attract significant visitors, but their
property frontages do little to promote
benefits to public life. While they secure
property with fencing, their design
actually discourages life and economic
activity in the streets. This absence
of people then contributes to a lack
of public safety and commerce. The
improved frontage elements described
here and on the previous pages work to
transform the street into an active and
safer space that uplifts the community
and its economy.

1

Existing M30 Griffiths Mxenge Hwy

2

Magistrates Court Building

3

South African Social Security Agency

4

Department of Agriculture and

Optional Element:
Landscaped seating

10

12
9

Optional Element:
Vendor shelter

3

8

Circuit Inspectors Office

6

Proposed commercial development

7

Entry gate to Magistrates Court

8

Sidewalk and improved frontage

9

Park with shade trees

10

Existing street

11

New street alignment

12

Community centre and library

2
7
5

6
1

Illustrative plan of government centre
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4

Optional Element:
Tuck shop

Enviironmental Affairs

5

11

FREEDOM AND PUBLIC SPACE
More than twenty years after Apartheid, public infrastructure
investments still neglect the most basic purpose of public space:
a place to promote public life and free civic discourse for all
people. Today, public space still prioritizes automobile access for
the privileged and makes little accomodation for the needs of a
self-governing society.
The generation born into South African freedom is demanding
a revived emphasis on equitable public space. They seek places
where free people of diverse ages, races, beliefs, and economic
backgrounds can meet, share, and work out a common future.
Discussing safety by design at DUT

ACCESS TO OPPORTUNITY

Looking for public space in Umbumbulu

Apartheid-era planners laid out townships like KwaMashu to
deliberately disconnect people from economic opportunity.
Where auto-ownership is for the privileged, certain urban
designs hinder access to markets, services, jobs, and the ability
to build wealth or influence. Long distances, large blocks, autooriented design, deep setbacks and buffers, and single-use
restrictions contribute to a township pattern that systematically
cuts people off. Today, places like KwaMashu have been
retrofitted, often informally, to slowly reverse this pattern.
Learning from such interventions and their successes can help us
to rebuild a network of public space that enables access.

PUBLIC SPACE IN ETHEKWINI

A pedestrian walk intervention in KwaMashu

EYES ON THE STREET
Tall garden walls that protect private property are a common
feature in South Africa. At the same time, ordinary citizens have
recognized that large blank walls have a detrimental impact
on the public street in front of their house. Walls that prevent
neighbors from seeing make it difficult to strike up conversation.
More significantly, less eyes on the street make the street
less safe for everybody. Over time, townships like KwaMashu
have developed sophisticated traditions of garden walls with
decorative elements and openings for viewing. In cases such as
Jozi Park, private residents have innovated small seating areas to
promote even more “eyes on the street”.
Jozi Park, KwaMashu

In Africa, Durban is leading the
way in discussions about public
space. The 2014 publication
“Searching for the Promised
Land of Public Space: The Key
to an equitable African City” was
co-sponsored by the Mayor’s
Office and outlines why this issue
matters.
Yet often the mistake is made that
this issue pertains only to central
cities. Umbumbulu is a case
study of how quality public space
design is desperately needed
to help support social, political,
and economic activity that stems
the tide of urban migration. The
people are looking for public
space to thrive in, but the physical
amenities have not caught up.
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Existing view looking northwest from M30 Griffiths Mxenge Hwy

D

A

A Existing shade trees and open space
used on pension day by informal
vendors.
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B

C

B Existing street that leads to platted

residential parcels within the municipal
jurisdiction of Umbumbulu.

C Land reserved in current municipal plans
for a sports complex including various
athletic fields.

D View of the lush rolling hills and valleys

surrounding Umbumbulu. Nearby
homesteads are within walking distance.

Proposed community centre, library, and sports complex

C
D

A

B

A Athletic fields and sports complex at the
edge of town, but within easy walking
distance.

B Public plaza and seating area to help

promote multi-generational social bonds
and the strengthening of community.

C Lodging for transient citizens who are

seeking rehabilitation assistance from
alcohol abuse and similar circumstances.

D This proposed community centre and
library is prominently positioned and
reinterprets Zulu building arts.
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CENTRE FOR RECREATION
Umbumbulu is blessed with strengths
and opportunities. Dedicated people,
beautiful land, a rich and historic culture,
and entrepreneurship. At the same time,
some people are struggling with alcohol
addiction, domestic violence, depression,
and similar burdens.

11
8

This proposal builds on the Municipality’s
plans for a sports complex at the north
end of town. In an effort to promote
recreation as a whole health issue,
the plans illustrated here and on the
previous pages include opportunities
for recreation of the mind, body, and
spirit. Specifically, land is set aside for
a community centre, multi-generational
public spaces, and future religious
ministries that seek to serve the needs of
those most afflicted.

1

Existing M30 Griffiths Mxenge Hwy

2

Planned M30 realignment

3

Existing local street

4

Community centre and expanded

7

9
10

3

5
6

4

public library

5

Parking area

6

Small field for child activities

7

Atheltic fields

8

Stepped seating in terrain

9

Ministry facilities

10

Transient ministry housing

11

Residential parcels

12

South African Social Security Agency

2
1

12
Illustrative plan of community centre campus
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CENTRES FOR RECREATION
The existing public library in Umbumbulu is a powerful centre
for the recreation of the mind. But beyond access to books, the
informal design uses retrofitted shipping containers to shape an
outdoor meeting and reading area sheltered from the weather.
Whole health recreation requires a social dimension, within
which we uplift and support each other in our efforts towards
recreation.
These proposals seek to promote these kinds of recreational
opportunities. The plans to the left propose to move the library
into an expanded space as part of a new community centre.
Existing public library in Umbumbulu

RECREATION THROUGH THE BUILDING ARTS

Detail of Landscape Plan, CSA 2714

Local culture is made manifest partly through building practices,
such as thatch roofing in traditional Zulu culture. Thatch roofing
is often dismissed as an obsolete practice, yet it country homes
built by city people are increasingly incorporating it into modern
structures. If built properly, thatch roofing actually promotes
healthy and comfortable building interiors. Aesthetically, the act
of thatch roofing signifies the recreation of a proud Zulu culture.
Practically, the revival of a 21st century thatch industry could
help to recreate a skilled trades economy. For these reasons,
significant structures such as the community centre and Youth
Skills Development Centre are proposed with thatch roofs.

ROOTED IN THE LAND
Existing municipal plans have
recognized and documented
important view sheds of
surrounding landscapes, such as
the one at the north end of town
illustrated above.
A modern car wash in Folweni with a thatch roof

RECREATION THROUGH COMMUNITY LIFE
Public life can take place almost anywhere, but more people
chose to engage it more frequently if physical conditions are
right. Great spaces for public life accomodate all generations,
including seating for those who seek it and activity spaces
for the youth. Design can shape a more safe and comfortable
environment, including shade and shelter from the rain, but also
protection from fast-moving automobiles.
The proposals here consider recreation holistically. The athletic
fields, community centre, library, seating plaza, and religious
ministry facilities are considered in concert.
Public life in Umbumbulu

The proposals illustrated here and
on the previous pages carefully
preserve this viewshed and
others, positioning buildings and
spaces to frame panoramas of the
land. Such views are important
anchors for community identity
and provide rest for the eyes in
the midst of town life. Especially
in Umbumbulu, where tribal
community is rooted in a rural
landscape, preserving significant
views is an important way to
recreate a local identity of historic
and modern stewardship.
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A severed municipal water line

NO WATER, NO VOICE
The Mtshali family is not the only one in need
in this corner of eThekwini Municipality. At the
edge of Umbumbulu and Folweni lies a heap of
rubble - the remains of Mrs. Ngcobo’s house, which
collapsed during a violent storm. Her husband died
years ago, and she and her teenage daughter are
trying to make ends meet on modest government
grants. Their remaining one-room shacks are barely
standing. Her family used to be alone on this ridge,
proudly surrounded by the fields and pastures they
worked. Today, urban migration has brough the
sprawl of Durban all around her.

Taking the

NEXT STEP
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Not every new neighbor has been kind. A metal club
tucked between the rafters provides defense for
midnight trespassers. Because there is no garden
wall, the few crops she tries to cultivate are easily
stolen or eaten by neighbor’s goats. Years ago,
newcomers severed Mrs. Ngcobo’s municipal water
line and diverted it to an informal homestead up the
street. She has been with no water since then. You
can see central Durban from her shack, and yet her
voice is not heard by the halls of government. The
Ngcobo family needs the Ubuntu process.

B

C

A

D

Mrs. Ngcobo’s homestead in Folweni

A Mrs. Ngcobo and her daughter standing
next to their one-room mud brick shack
overlooking Folweni.

B Mrs. Ngcobo and her husband used

to farm the land around them. Today,
Durban’s sprawl has surrounded her.

C Mrs. Ngcobo’s simple outdoor toilet. At

night, storms blowing on the ridge can
make visits here difficult.

D The remains of Mrs. Ngcobo’s former

house, which was utterly destroyed in a
violent rain storm.
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Familes in Need

I N UMBUM BU LU

The following is a selection of Umbumbulu homesteads in desparate need of help. Each
homestead represents a specific family. The selection was identified and prioritized in
collaboration with InDunas of the Makhanya Tribal Court in Umbumbulu. Representatives
of Ubuntu Design Group have visited each homestead and made a preliminary
assessment. A map locating each homestead near the town of Umbumbulu is provided
on the following page.
More work is needed to extend the Ubuntu Process to these people made in God’s image.
They represent the future and the strength of eThekwini.

1. Nxumalo Family
Twelve Member Family. Two members are
working part time at a retail shop.
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2. Makhanya Family
Family of seven all surviving on grant money.

3. Ndlovu Family
Family of five all surviving on grant money.

4. Gumede Family
Family of eight, Survive as part time builders.

5. Mkhize Family
Family of five all surviving on grant money..

6. Zimo Family
Two young Brothers, whose parents passed in 2008.

7. Nzuma Family
Family of six all surviving on grant money.

8. Ndlovu Family
Family of six all surviving on grant money.

9. Sabelo Family
Family of six all surviving on grant money.
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10. Mr. Khuzwayo, disabled gentleman.

11. Mkhanya Fmaily
Family of six all surviving on grant money.

12. Mkhanya Fmaily
Family of four all surviving on grant money.

13. Mkhanya Fmaily
Family of seven all surviving on grant money.

14. Kwela Family
Family of eleven, two boys have succesfully
completed High School.

15. Mbatha Family
Family of five, two children have succesfully
completed High School.

Location of homesteads in need near the town of Umbumbulu
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Appendix:

ON E YE AR L ATE R
By Wandile Mthiyane

IMPLEMENTATION & SUMMARY
After following the Ubuntu process and coming up
with the design, it was now time for us to execute
by building the Mtshali family home. This was a very
exciting and challenging endeavor considering that
we were all college students leading this initiative and
had never built any project before. I decided to take a
semester off (which turned into a year) and return to
Durban to build the house whilst my peers supported
him with the necessary drawings at school. It’s
important to mention that when I decided to go and
build the home in South Africa, my peers and I hadn’t
been able to get a grasp on the budget; based on the
estimated cost of the house we only had a third of
the funds necessary for the build and didn’t know any
locally trusted contractors and suppliers. I was faced
with the challenge of both building and fundraising
for the Mtshali home. This chapter is a window into the
process, challenges and lessons learned during this
time.
Upon arriving in Durban one of the key objectives was
for us to build relationships and momentum from local
institutions, contractors, suppliers, government and
companies to support the initiative. Having previously
studied at Durban University of Technology (DUT), it
was only natural for me to reconnect with alma mater
by giving lectures about the Mtshali Home project
to the Town Planning and Architecture students.

Reception from both faculties was most enthusiastic
and they offered to adjust their class schedules
to incentivize their students to volunteer and be a
part of the building of the project. In addition to
having acquired the support of Durban University
of Technology students, a civil engineering student
from Brazil and a master of architecture student from
Poland flew to South Africa to assist in making the
Mtshali family’s dream come to fruition.
Our team of three hit the ground running with the
gained workforce from student volunteers, after giving
two lectures over two weeks. Two more students joined
the core mobilization of the project. Within DUT’s
Architecture & Planning departments we were able
to connect with DUT Media, which is the university’s
paper available both in print and online. This led to
an interview and an article in local media outlets,
which reiterated the purpose, mission and goal of
Ubuntu. Because of the constant support of the DUT
department, from both faculty and all the volunteer
students, the university became the base of all our
fundraising and efforts to mobilize people to build the
home.
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The Process:
PROMOTION & FUNDING
Actions taken to build the Home
When we were planning to build the home we were driven by the idea that once we had all the necessary funds
everything would fall into place, but we couldn’t have been more wrong and naive. We’d overlooked the team’s
non-existent experience in identifying trusted contractors, in managing large groups of volunteers and in mobilizing
corporate, governmental and institutional funds. With that thinking, the first thing on our agenda was finding ways
to raise funds for a project when we weren’t even sure how much it would cost.
Asking anything from anyone is no small feat, and asking for money from big corporate enterprises, especially as
the eager and ambitious rookies we are, can become a harrowing experience. Nevertheless, there were three main
direct potential platforms and donors that we had targeted: university institutions, corporate bodies, nodal agencies
and the media. We targeted these particular organizations because of their influence in the community and for
access to manual and monetary resources.
Speaking with college students on the site

Speaking with Mrs Mtshali & her neighbor
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Young Volunteers

I spoke at various educational institutions

Speaking about Ubuntu on South African Radio Stations.

Article in the local news paper

SCHOOLS:

CORPORATIONS:

MEDIA:

The variety of institutions, corporations and agencies
contacted required a versatile approach, with
each entity treated independently. We challenged
these organizations to get involved in this socially
responsible initiative in exchange for social media
marketing and a chance for the organization to
positively impact the community or city they operate
in. Both The University of KwaZulu-Natal and Durban
University of Technology played an instrumental role
in direct exposure to the targeted student workforce.
Many of their hands-on volunteers are students, who
are more than willing to get involved in various ways.
There are existing industry networks within tertiary
institutions that were very helpful and through those
clubs and departments we were able to mobilize a
group of approximately 30 architecture and town
planning students to help us build their first home.

During the fundraising period we had an opportunity
to talk about the work we do on a popular local
radio station. The story resonated with several
people around Durban and this resulted in families
and individuals from different companies wanting
to help. The first company to reach out to us was
a window manufacturer called Allulogic and they
offered to custom make all the windows we needed
in exchange for social media marketing. The radio
station also gave us the opportunity to present their
work at the Kwazulu-Natal Institute of Architects and
it was here that we got to network and connect with
leading architects in the city. We met one architect
in particular, Suren, who was so excited about the
work he called all the contractors he works with and
asked them to donate towards the Mtshali home
initiative and this amounted to 70% of our donated
construction materials. In addition to this, Webber
that donated tiles and tile adhesive and Hansgrohe
donated high quality sinks and faucets. Corporate
partnerships and sponsorship ended up being the key
source of resources to help us build the Mtshali home
and we were able to tap into these resources through
getting the story of our work to local and international
media.

Media outlets, from minor print houses to radio
interviews and social networking, were a powerful tool
in creating awareness of the work that we were doing
and gaining a support base. Social media platforms
allowed us to hold continuous conversation and to
widen our outreach base. There has been a great
response to the channels used. Through social media
platforms we were able to promote the Mtshali home
crowdfunding campaign (Buy A Brick, Build A Home
Campaign) and this resulted in $4000 of donations.
In addition, we gained another $3000 from A Better
World Canada, a company that found out about us
through a friend’s social media page, which made us
realize the importance of starting and sharing effective
fundraising campaigns on Facebook, Instagram and
other social network outlets. We are currently on most
social networking sites; on Facebook as Ubuntu Design
Group and Instagram as @ubuntu_design_group.
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The Process:
CONSTRUCTION
We started the construction process before we’d raised the full funds to execute the project, in order to show donors
that we were making progress so that they would be motivated to give more and evangelize others within their
circles to do the same. This strategy didn’t work because it resulted in us having to stop construction a couple of
times until we’d raised a certain amount, and we’d go back on site only to have to shut down construction again
when the funds ran out. The ongoing breaks to raise more funds ended up inflating the costs of the home because
there was unused equipment we were paying for and several additional contractor fees that came with the delays in
project execution.
Learning to be Architects
It was during this process that we realized the importance of adapting our plans to the reality of the context. The
foundation type we had drawn seemed to be too complex for the local builders, hence we had them show us the
typical foundation they do for similar projects. We drew that foundation and ended up using it instead of what we
had designed. Considering that our construction documents were put together by college students who’d never
worked on construction drawings before, we were bound to find problems and inconsistencies. The construction
drawings were missing dimensions that positioned windows and openings on the wall. We had to redraw and
come up with designs that would make sense on site. The whole construction process was a giant learning curve
for us since we had never been a part of building a home before. Our construction teams were comprised of the
contractor’s “expert” team (half of them were day labourers and bricklayers he picked up on the streets on the way
to the site), local high school students, and college students. The aid of architecture and planning students helped
lighten the load for the expert foreman whilst also teaching skills to the diligent student volunteers.

Soil packing process

Walls going up

Working with a Contractor
The construction that we had projected for a month ended up taking 6 months due to lack of funds and the
contractor demanding unwarranted additional payment which he called contingencies. Contingencies are a built
percentage of the total budget to account for unforseen costs or problems that might happen during construction;
in this case, every time the contractor ran low on cash it was weighed as a contingency expense and it was an
amount that had to be paid in addition to the budget. This put us in a really difficult position because we didn’t have
much leverage to bargain with, since the only form of agreement we had was the estimated budget rather than a
contract that stipulated what actions should be taken in the case of this kind of event.
One of the key objectives of the construction process was to uplift the community, invest in local skills and enable
local people. The following passages address what we did to meet these objectives.
interiors almost done
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Mrs Mtshali looking our her still wrapped window
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Lessons Learned:
UPLIFTING COMMUNITY: ROOFING
What we intended as illustrated by page 28.
The Ubuntu House in Umbumbulu uses wattle construction for the roof. Wattle is a local resource that originated as an invasive species but today thrives in KwaZulu-Natal. Wattle
construction requires relatively little cutting and planning and is easy to transport and assemble. Historically, wattle was used as a structure for wattle-and-daub construction and
thatch roofing, although the Ubuntu House employs metal roofing. Investing in wattle and thatch work can help to build up local skills as a way to uplift the economy but also
traditional Zulu culture.

Rendered interior of Mtshali home

House eave with exposed roof structure
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traditional watter roof construction

Underside of roof structure as built

Underside of roof structure as built

WHAT HAPPENED AND WHY?
Wattle pole construction is an essential part of
traditional Zulu architecture. It’s often used in the
making of the traditional rondavel buildings’ roof
structure and fences. However, it is interesting to see
that over the years traditional building methods and
materials like wattle are starting to be used less and
less. With colonization, modernisation and centralised
multinational hardware stores, the traditional
architecture has slowly been evolving and adapting to
new resources that required less preparation and at
cheaper costs. This was the major problem we faced
when we tried to encourage the rival of the sustainable
folk way of building by reintroducing essential material
like wattle; in the few places that we could find it, it

was more expensive than buying conventional lumber
and we couldn’t find local craftsman who specialized in
selling and installing the wattle system of construction.
It was one of the tough compromises we had to
make; due to limited time and finances we opted for
using what’s now common in the local community-hardware store lumber-- so that we could focus
on solving all the other challenges that come with
building a house for the first time. When we bought
the conventional lumber we still wanted to make sure
that we were uplifting the local community. Hence,
we bought a significant chunk of the lumber from a
local hardware store called Mthiyane Hardware. We
do however believe that there are still local craftsman

who work with wattle and hope to do more extensive
local research for the next pilot. Part of the reason
why we weren’t successful with finding them initially
was due to lack of resources to focus on the local
context craftsman. With future projects we want to
intentionally focus on finding these skilled craftsman
and enabling them to leverage their talents to young
people in Umbumbulu so that we can revive the best
of traditional construction that thrived on inexpensive
local resources.
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Lessons Learned:
INVESTING IN LOCAL SKILLS: OPENINGS
What we intended as illustrated by page 28.
The Ubuntu House in Umbumbulu specifies wood doors and windows, built by local craftsmen. This is an alternative to conventional mass-produced fixtures made of metal.
Investing in hand-made wood fixtures can help to build up local skills as a way to uplift the economy, but also to serve the local market of country homes for well-to-do city
dwellers. For privacy and light control, traditional reed screens made by local home-based artisans can replace conventional curtains and Venetian blinds.

New Windows

You might be wondering why the the door handle
is so high. It was neglected to be changed to an
accessible height by the contractor. Upon requesting
for it to be changed the contractor justified the height
with pictures of a fellow worker in a wheelchair holding
the door handle for proof that it would work. The
discussion failed to produce a practical solution for the
benefit of Mr. Mtshali.
New Window and Door
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House openings under construction

House near completion with openings filled in

WHAT HAPPENED AND WHY?
One of the key objectives of Ubuntu is enabling
commerce and opportunity. In every community
Ubuntu works with, we want to ensure that the project
directly benefits that community, not just through
the built product but also the process, materials and
labor. When we started planning to build the Mtshali
home, one of the main goals was to specify a majority
of local materials from doors to windows. We hoped
that the project would enhance local craftsmanship
whilst connecting skilled craftsman with local youth so
that creativity and the ability to self-sustain is passed
on. In coming to the community, we did extensive
research on people who did windows and doors and
found a local school that taught and made wood
related products. We connected with them and they
were delighted to work with us, but their plan was
interrupted by us starting the construction process
without having all the required monetary resources
to see it to fruition. We were then dependent on

fundraising and we became subjected to using
whatever materials we could salvage during donations
whilst still trying to maintain the value of investing
into the local economy. This was probably the hardest
dilemma we’ve ever faced as an inexperienced team of
designers and project managers. We had to evaluate
what was more important: sticking to the values on
how we invest into the community or allowing external
donations to enable us to invest in the community by
building the home for the Mtshali family. We chose
the latter and found other creative ways to invest in
the community. Although the doors, windows, roof
trusses and the corrugated metal were all donated,
we are currently working with local women who are
hand weaving the Mtshali home’s curtains using the
same technique they use to weave the Zulu mats.
This will enable the families to sustain themselves
well over three months from this commission. And
we’re excited for the next pilot where we can now tap

into the different local skills network we’ve created
through the process of building of the Mtshali home.
The key value that we wanted to explore and continue
to uphold for future project is to invest in the local
building industry by either using seemingly unnoticed
local craftsmanship or showing people the potential of
local resources. We want communities to discover the
potential of locally sourced materials and skills without
depending on imported or expensive international
resources and designs. Investing in local skills and
craftsmanship equates to creating jobs and boosting
the local economy.
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Lessons Learned:
ENABLING LOCAL PEOPLE: WALLS
What we intended as illustrated by page 28.
The Ubuntu House in Umbumbulu specifies ash block walls, which are widely made by small entrepreneurs near Umbumbulu. To control moisture penetration, the ash block walls
are to be plastered – another local skill that can be invested in. As much as possible, all equipment should be transportable by small trucks without the aid of cranes or other
heavy equipment. This enables ordinary local builders and laborers to benefit economically from the construction of low-cost housing.

Workers on Their Lunch Break

House Walls Under Construction
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Blocks Being Made

House Walls Under Construction

House Walls Complete

WHAT HAPPENED AND WHY?
The main construction material in South Africa
is the relatively inexpensive M90, M140 or M150
construction blocks. These vary in quality based on
the materials they are made of and the different ratios
of concrete put into them. As a rule of thumb the ash
blocks are often weaker than concrete blocks and as a
result they’re often cheaper. Ash blocks are made of
waste that comes from coal manufacturer plants and
since it’s 20% cheaper than conventional brick it’s very
popular in low income communities like Umbumbulu.
Coming to this project we arranged local family
businesses to manufacture the bricks that we’d use for
the project, but as soon as we started construction we
realized that the local bricks varied in quality which

could have a detrimental effect on the structure of the
house so we topped up the wall with standard bricks
to balance the quality of the wall. We did also realize
that local bricks were slightly more expensive in unit
cost which added up as the quantity grew and this
explained why even the locals bought more factory
bricks than local. One of the things we want to develop
as we continue to build in Umbumbulu is to train the
brick manufacturer families in ways to ensure high
quality products by testing them and streamlining
their manufacturing process.

By hiring a contractor to build the house we quickly
realized that we lost control over construction means
and methods including who was building the home.
Therefore, as soon as the contractor assembled his
team of builders, we instructed him to make the
other half of his team high school students from
Umbumbulu so that they enabled opportunities
for learning and self-sustenance for the future of
Umbumbulu. This led to something spectacular. We
had the Mtshali family’s son work with his friends in
building his home and that was amazing to watch.
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Executive
SUMMARY
OPPORTUNITIES
This initiative will hopefully enable students and industry within the built environment both to engage with the ideas that Ubuntu expresses, and to become key players enacting
positive social change in the communities affected by their architectural footprint. A regional and global discussion on the responsibility that built environment professionals have
to social enhancement is well overdue. South African architects, town planners, and urbanists continue to wrestle with the application of design processes and frameworks that
exist within a context where architecture was used to rip people from their humanity. The devastating effects which these design decisions had on all South Africans are still felt
today, both on the underprivileged and privileged. These are the opportunities that Ubuntu explores and responds to, with an ethos to better shape buildings so that they shape
us in a better way.

Speaking at Crawford College
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BUY A BRICK
As we were working on fundraising we came up with a campaign called Buy A Brick Build a Home. The idea behind the campaign was to come up with something fun and cool
that people could to donated towards our project. The campaign was set up in a way that a person would symbolically buy a brick by donating $10 towards the cause and they’d
have to find a brick, take a picture with the brick and tag five of their closest friends on social media. To our surprise this challenge, became incredibly popular especially amongst
college students in North America and South Africa and this helped us raise $4000 whilst creating a platform for us to speak on local radio stations and other media outlets to talk
about the impact we were seeking to make. It’s also important to note that, as soon as the challenge started taking off it became a full time job to keep up with the social media
posts, and marketing and this turned out to be very difficult for us to handle because we’re simultaneously figuring out how to build a house for the first time.

Makhosi Khuzwayo & Friend

Nicole Bowran, Lisanne Lazarus

Robert Warrior & Friends
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CHALLENGES
From its conception to its current construction point, this project went through its fair share of challenges,
frustrations and disappointments. The following are some of the primary challenges and difficulties the South
African Core Team experienced:

The difficulty in the management of the organization on two different continents simultaneously.

Having conceived Ubuntu on American soil amongst my Andrews colleagues, I felt the pressure of the huge
challenge of having left my first Andrews team in America to see the pilot project to its construction, and therefore
putting a whole new team together in South Africa. Getting each and every member of both teams on the same
page has tested not only my management skills, but my communication skills as well.

Time objectives.

Keeping within the time objectives that were set out beforehand has proven to be arduous, considering the
significant number of people to manage and different aspects of bringing this project to fruition. The funding on its
own presents a multi-layered obstacle, because different potential donors have to follow different funding protocols
and having to operate around the uncertainties of their procedures affects how and when things carry on from their
side. Besides the protocol, there is the excessively complicated administrative procedure to simply communicate with
the right people, which further delays the objectives.

Paused Construction

Tangible effects.

One of the members of the team spoke of the frustration coming from the project being praised and honored on
several platforms, yet not seeing a direct nor tangible effect on the project itself.

Legacy of apartheid.

The reaction to our team, consisting of two black South African males and one white Polish female student, revealed
the country’s enduring captivity to the residual apartheid mindset. The perceptions of and reception towards us
changed as the community began to see a white woman, and when it was explicitly stated that I go to college
in the United States of America. The perception of, and reaction towards the my friend and I was clearly more
apprehensive without the presence of the European student, this unmerited favor was something she had never
experienced before. Her presence made an enormous difference simply because of the color of her skin. It was very
difficult to even get people to care about this region or these people because of the legacy of apartheid. Due to
economic and class standing of this community, people of european decent and upper class south Africans wouldn’t
even feel comfortable driving by the neighborhood let alone go help people living in this community. Apartheid did
a great job in stripping people of their humanity and classifying their worth based on their skin color, neighborhood
and financial class standing. The commitment to seeing this project succeed has come with countless personal
sacrifices for each one, yet with smiles and a resolute certainty the team tells of how the cause behind the project
supersedes the temporary costs they have committed to pay.
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Andrews Team Working back in the USA

WHAT UBUNTU WOULD HAVE DONE DIFFERENTLY
• Improvising might seem like a good idea, but it is

not the most efficient way of doing things. We lost
a lot of time because we did not confirm meetings
and had to go to meetings only to be told of
another date. We also were inefficient in our travel.
This would have been solved by us planning and
mapping out our traveling schedule and going
to clusters of places that are close to each rather
than going up and down.

• We would ensure that every team member that
is working with us, regardless of their geographic
location, is up to date about every move we’re
making. We learned that it’s pivotal for the entire
team to be on the same page, this avoids a lot of
unnecessary conflicts and misunderstanding.

• We had a problem with our design team when

they saw articles talking about the project and
saw the Andrews name, the group’s name and my
name; this made them feel like their contribution
to the work had been lost. Had we communicated
ahead of time that we were running these
articles to boost the fundraiser and although
we mentioned the contribution of everyone, the
journalist ultimately has the final decision on what
is published, this could’ve potentially prevented
the misunderstanding that our design team was
being taken advantage of.

• We would plan for the worst. We had a lot of

people and entities promise us aid but when we
followed up, they almost always turned us down,
which was very discouraging. It helps to walk into
that situation already expecting the worst and
being pleasantly surprised by the best.

• We would be conservative about time frames.
• If you think that you can have something done

by one week, chances are a million other things
will be thrown your way that same week and you
will not make it, so we would give a date further
than the one we think we can make a deadline for
designs, construction or fundraising material.

• We would have recorded every detail of the

process because it will be helpful in making the
model we’re building replicable and it will also
track what went wrong in case of dispute.

• We did not record the first weeks of the process,
and that caught up with us as we did not have
records to go back to and learn from our mistakes.
Our memories are not as good as we thought.
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Measuring
IMPACT
PEOPLE
People are our most important resource. We have
our awesome Ubuntu core team of four – Stephen
Allcock, Lynette Allcock, Rebecca Coleman, and
myself manage the long-term strategy for Ubuntu
Design Group.
We have twelve Andrews University Urban Design
students who helped us with the design and
construction documents
I had the privilege of leading the organizing
team in South Africa and this group was made
up of passionate and talented young change
makers such as Weronika Denga, architect, an
exchange student from Gdansk (Poland); Ndumiso
Magubane, pastor and advocate for social justice;
and Eduardo Kichileski Pinheiro, civil engineering
student from Curitiba (Brazil)
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With Stephen Allcock &Rebecca Coleman

Andrews University School of Architecture Graduate Class

With Lynette Allcock & Stephen Allcock

With Ndumiso Magubanwe, Weronika Denga & Eduardo Kichileski

SECONDARY VOLUNTEERS
These are students who were excited about the work
that we are doing and they wanted to take charge in
leading their effort in their spheres of influence:

• Passie Moyaha helped to create and edit written
content for competitions, blogs etc. and mobilise
student sweat equity support.

• Thabiso Joyisa mobilised their architecture’s

sweat equity support for building construction,
site clearance etc.

• Robert Lee Warrior and Calvin James Ragg were
part of our brainstorming and planning team.

Thabiso Joyisa on the Right

• Makhosi Khuzwayo helped us raise funds,inform

Calvin Ragg, Nicole Bowran, Thabo Mkhize (builder), Danielle Young
& Robert Lee Warrior

and mobilise people for Ubuntu lectures and
initiatives.

We’re also worked with two permanent experienced
builders, both ex-convicts, one of whom is a leader of
the whole building process.
In total we have an average of 100 people helping us
with the whole process from across the world.

Mrs. Mtshali on the Left with Makhosi Khuzwayo on the Right
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Map that lists all the people who are, or have been,
involved in this project and where they come from.
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDG)
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), otherwise known as the Global Goals, are a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet
and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity. We’re particularly tackling SDG11- sustainable cities and communities, by providing access
to safe, affordable and sustainable housing. The house is designed with a commercial component that will be run by the family so that they self
sustain whilst contributing economic growth towards their local economy. Through the commercial space we tackle sustainable development goal
8 - decent work and economic growth by providing job opportunities for the family. By providing dignified housing we also tackle sustainable
development goals that seek to solve problems associated with education and health. Decent housing enables kids to have a place to have a
conducive place to focus on school whilst boosting the overall health of the family. According to PEW research, housing that’s safe, dry, clean and
adequately ventilated and free from pests and carbon monoxide significantly reduces negative health outcomes both physically and mentally.
Attached below is the impact the Ubuntu Project had on the Mtshali Home:

SDG 11 (Sustainable Cities and
Communities)
We provided the Mtshali Family
with a safe, affordable and
sustainable home

SDG 8 (Decent Work and
Economic Growth)
We designed the Mtshali home
to have a day daycare attached
to the house so that the family
will be able to sustain themselves
and give back to their local
economy. The Mtshali family
now has a functioning day-care
with 12 learns. Because of this
design, 12 mothers can now
send their children to daycare
while they go to work and help
provide for their families.

SDG 4 (Quality Education)
Kids in safe homes attend
school more than kids in slum
conditions. More attendance
means kids aren’t left behind
and can perform better. Before
this home was built, the Mtshali
family weren’t able to live with
their son because the home
they lived in wasn’t a conducive
environment for his education,
hence they’d given him away to
a relative. Now their child lives
with them, has his own room
to do homework and goes to a
local school.

SDG 3 & 6 (Good Health and
Well-being & Clean Water and
Sanitation)
Improves drastically with a
dignified home. Once a family
has clean water, proper
sanitation, a concrete floor, and
a protective roof, exposure to
diseases and sickness drastically
decreases.
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QUANTIFIABLE IMPACT
• This project has provided a handicap accessible

dignified home for a family struggling with disability

• It has helped the Mtshali family to now live with

their son who’d been given away to another family
due to poor living conditions.

• This project has created 12 jobs for local builders,
craftsman and high school students.

• This project has provided a crèche/daycare for 12
kids.

• The crèche will positively impact approximately 36
people in the community.

Thabo Mkhize, Builder

• This project has helped boost the sales of four local
building suppliers.

• the Mtshali family is now self sustaining and a

contributing member to the community’s wellbeing.

Child who attends the family home cresh
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Speaking with Thapelo Mkhize, the contractor

UNQUANTIFIABLE IMPACT
One of the most impactful moments in this project
was when we had white college students from affluent
neighborhoods, who’d come to help build the Mtshali
home, pull us aside and say, “we would’ve never even
driven by this neighborhood because of what we’ve
been told about people that live here but we feel at
home here, we feel welcomed and most of all we feel
safe and loved.” On that very same day, the neighbors
who were making food for us also pulled us aside, “
we always knew that white people thought that we
are inferior to them but these kids love us and we
love having them here, they’re a part of our family
now.” We came to build a house but in the process we
realized that we were building people, we realized that
we’re more alike than we are different, we saw the ugly
walls that had been created by apartheid fall apart
right in front of our own eyes and this reinforced to
me that we’re not building homes but we’re building
people and communities by way of building homes.
Regardless of race, gender, socioeconomic status, I
am because you are. I’d always seen South Africa as a
rainbow nation but with all the rainbow colors running
away from each other but I was excited to see how this
project made the rainbow colors work together.

Child & Thabo

DUT Students & local builders

UKZN students& local builders
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I am because
YOU ARE
We believe in using architecture to bring about
change. If apartheid architecture could segregate and
oppress, community-based design can liberate and
enable opportunity, growth and commerce for all. We
call ourselfs
None of this would have been possible without the
guidance and grace of God.
			

Wandile Mthiyane

Northeast View

We can make this world a better place, but we’ll need
your help.
Find out how you can partner with us at:
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Fikisiwe Mtshali

Nkosinathi Mtshali

(Back) South View

Interior Floors

(Front) North View

Northwest View
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UBUNTU
I am because you are.
We are because He is.
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“For every house is built by someone,
but He who built all things is God.”
Hebrews 3:4

